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LATAM Market Update  

 Colombia: Nationwide protest didn’t affect retail sales; The negative 

results in manufacturing point to a flat growth ahead of 4Q-2019  

 Peru: Encouraging fiscal balance and private employment numbers 

were released  

 

COLOMBIA: NATIONWIDE PROTEST DIDN’T AFFECT RETAIL SALES; THE 

NEGATIVE RESULTS IN MANUFACTURING POINT TO A FLAT GROWTH 

AHEAD OF 4Q-2019  

DANE released November-2019 manufacturing and retail sales (RS) data. Retail 

sales (RS) came in at 4.4% y/y above market expectations (4.1% y/y). 

Manufacturing stood at -1.5% y/y, below market expectations (1.2% y/y) after a 

stronger than expected result in October. Retail sales continue pointing to a strong 

Q4. On the manufacturing side, the negative surprise partially offset the good 

result in October but doesn’t change our base case growth scenario. 

In November, 13 out of the 16 items in the retail sales survey showed y/y 

increases. The monthly result was stronger on the back of foodstuff sector 

dynamics, which grew 11.2% y/y and added 2.2pp to annual headline expansion. 

The telecom-related sector expanded 19.9% y/y and added 1.8pp to total y/y RS 

growth. Vehicles sales contracted 16% y/y to the total RS expansion and was the 

worst-performing sector in the month. As of Nov-2019, retail sales expanded 

6.4%, confirming that the nationwide strike had a little impact on the commerce 

sector. In fact, the slowdown in retail sales was mainly explained by a high 

statistical base effect (in November 2018, retail sales expanded 11.2% y/y), which 

makes November's result surprisingly positive and aligned with our view of strong 

domestic demand. 

On the manufacturing side, y/y variation came in below market expectations         

(-1.5% y/y vs +1.2% y/y expected). In November, there wasn’t any effect of 

additional business days, something similar happened in October, when we had a 

strong positive surprise. It is worth saying that in November, twenty-one 

subsectors, out of thirty-nine, showed y/y positive variation, something similar to 

the previous month. On average, manufacturing is showing a mild expansion 

ahead of 4Q-2019 GDP, which was incorporated in our base case scenario.  

All in all, November’s coincident indicators still posted positive results for domestic 

demand, which supports our economic activity growth forecast for all of 2019 

(3.2% y/y). In terms of monetary policy, these results won’t affect the base case 

scenario for BanRep. Therefore we continue to think that the Board will keep the 

MPR at 4.25% in the forthcoming months. If data continue confirming that the 

output gap is closing up, a rate hike discussion will be more probable in 1H-2020. 
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—Sergio Olarte & Jackeline Piraján  

PERU: ENCOURAGING FISCAL BALANCE AND PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT NUMBERS WERE RELEASED 

Peru closed 2019 with a 1.6% fiscal deficit, a sharp decline from 2.3% and lower than our forecast of 2.0%. The deficit had been 

trending at 1.6%, but, typically, the deficit increases sharply in December as government spending spikes. This did not occur in 

2019, as government spending actually declined. The low deficit figure has a good side and a bad side to it. The good side is that it 

reflects a robust 6% increase in tax revenue. This was higher than expected, and in part appears to reflect a greater capability to 

capture sales tax revenue, which was up 7.9%. The bad side was that it also reflects the government’s lack of capability to spend 

as much as it would like, to stimulate the economy. Public sector investment fell 4.4%, and total government spending rose only 

2.3%. The balance, however, contributes to the perception that the country’s macro balances continue to be strong.   

Formal private sector employment rose a comforting 4.2%, y/y, in November. The number represents the increase in payrolls at 

Sunat, the tax administration agency. Sectors leading in growth included construction, 5.5%, agroindustry, 4.3% and services, 

4.2%. Not all of the improvement represented new job creation, as there is an ongoing process of formalization of jobs, particularly 

in agroindustry in services. Even so, the result was encouraging. 
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